In consideration of being allowed to participate in a Kidz Planet Birthday Party, Camp, Gymnastics Class, Field Trip and Open gym/play, I , on behalf of myself and or my minor child(ren)/ward(s), hereby agree to
forever release, indemnify and discharge Kidz Planet Gymnastics, Inc. on behalf of myself, my spouse, legal partner, my children, my parents, my guardians, heirs, assigns, personal representative and estate, and all other
persons who could in any way represent me or act on my behalf as follows: In spite of all known or unknown risks, I freely want myself or my child(ren)/ward(s) to participate in the Rock Climbing,
Trampoline, Inflatable Slides, Trapeze Swing and running ACTIVITIES at Kidz Planet Gymnastics, Inc. These ACTIVITIES can be dangerous, especially in the low light conditions at Kidz
Planet disco style parties. Significant risks exist including: equipment malfunctions, lack of supervision, and/or trained spotters; lack of proper equipment or padding, netting, or other safety measures; using equipment
against the manufacturers recommendations: slipping, falling, colliding with fixed objects or other children. Kidz Planet employees may give incomplete warnings or instructions, and the equipment being used might
malfunction. Trampolines pose a special risk. Children frequently bounce into each other, sometimes colliding with or being landed on by jumpers of a different size causing injury. Children frequently sprain, fracture,
hyperextend, and even break limbs bouncing, stepping, transporting to and from the trampoline or the inflatable slide, house, or rock climbing attractions. Risks also include the negligence and/or omissions by me, or Kidz
Planet Gymnastics, Inc. Trampolines, Inflatable Slides, Bounce House type attractions, Rock Climbing and low light conditions that entail certain risks that simply cannot be eliminated. These possible injuries may
necessitate medical assistance at my own expense. Knowing this I expressly assume all of the responsibility for injuries including: breaks, sprains, fractures, scrapes, bruises and cuts, rope burns, dislocations, pinched fingers
and serious injuries to the face mouth and teeth, nose, eyes, head, back or neck, which can cause paralysis and even death. My participation in this activity is purely voluntary, and I expressly agree and promise to accept and
assume all of the risks and elect to have my child(ren)/ward(s) participate in spite of the unusual risks existing in these ACTIVITIES. I understand that this signature page is openly posted, and have had the opportunity to
read and understand this agreement in it’s entirety. I hereby voluntarily release, forever discharge, and agree to indemnify and hold harmless from and against and all losses, liabilities, claims, obligations, costs, attorney's
fees, damages and/or expenses whatsoever paid, incurred and/or suffered by Kidz Planet Gymnastics, Inc. which are in any way connected with my participation in Kidz Planet Gymnastics, Inc. activities or my use of Kidz
Planet Gymnastics’ equipment or facilities including any such claims based upon damages caused or alleged to be caused in whole or in part by the negligent acts or omissions of Kidz Planet Gymnastics, Inc. I agree to the
above.
Kidz Planet Gymnastics wants you and your family to have a safe and fun time. We allow children to be dropped off with a completed signed waiver. Parents and legal guardians are always
WELCOME and invited to remain and stay within an arms length of their child(ren)/ward(s) throughout the entire party to protect and personally ensure their safety .
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